Watering the Bangladeshi Sundarbans, Redux
(redux, L., “back again”; “taking another look”; “reconsidering from a more evolved perspective”)

Harvesting Golpatta fronds from the Sundarbans, 2017: this time with a boat having an engine

In 1985-87, as a graduate student in the Environmental Planning program at the University of
California, Berkeley (UCB), I conducted dissertation research and fieldwork focused on the
ecological problems then facing the Sundarbans, of which the namesake dominant tree species,
sundari (Heritiera fomes) was already manifesting the symptoms of “top dying”, which would only
get worse in coming years. At that time I travelled widely through large parts of the watershed, in
West Bengal and Nepal ultimately going on foot as far up-basin as Tumlingtar: up the canyon of the
Arun River, which joins the Tamar and Sun Kosi at Tribeni to form the Kosi; eventually entering the
Ganges in Bihar. And by steamer and country boat, as far downbasin as Hiron Point, at the lower
extreme of the Sundarbans; which was not yet then a UNESCO World Heritage Site (WHS). Later I
was even able to visit Bhutan
The UCB College of Environmental Design (CED) comprised the Architecture, the City and Regional
Planning (C&RP), and Landscape Architecture department which latter hosted us enviro planning
doctoral candidates. Concepts and methodologies then being adopted across the CED included
recognizing —ideally in advance— wicked problems— for which every imaginable solution, if
pursued, entailed the serious risk of creating new and often worse problems.
A related conceptual model was the problemscape: extrapolated from more familiar terms like
“landscape”, “waterscape”, “riverscape and “cityscape”; and like those, encompassed aspects of the
physical and biological environments: natural and built. But also —when perceived in fullest
measure— encompassed the institutional, cultural, historical, political, psychological, and
moral/ethical dimensions. Another term current then in the planning discourse was —and still
may be— the systems approach.
As we’ve all seen now, the downsides of ambitious water resources management (WRM) projects in
hydropower, irrigation, interbasin transfer, port development, dredging and landfill/reclamation
schemes, energy projects, waterfront urbanization and even “capacity building —in some, perhaps
many— cases eclipsing the upsides.
Also high on the CED’s academic agenda in those early days of digital imaging was visualization and
visual learning.
In March-April 2017 I returned to the Sundarbans for the first time in three decades plus. Just some
months previously, UNESCO —which gazetted three WHS sites in the Bangladeshi Sundarbans
back in 1999, plus another WHS site in the Indian Sundarbans, produced an extremely critical
report on how the ecological mismanagement already well-evident in the 1970s, was clearly
worsening; laid most of the blame on Bangladesh, and threatened to “de-list” the WHS… especially if
Rampal went ahead as planned; if the Swatch of No Ground was used as a spoils disposal site; and if
Bangladesh couldn’t somehow unilaterally materialize the required freshwater.
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Abstract
The Ganges/Meghna/Brahamputra (GMB) system drains much of the Indian subcontinent
and the Himalayas, including parts of Tibet, Nepal, and Bhutan; and most of northern India
and almost all of Bangladesh, wherein the three rivers have their present confluence at the
head of the Bay of Bengal (although several lesser Ganges distributaries debouche entirely
within the Indian State of West Bengal). The great aquatic forests, the Sundarbans, occupies
c. 10,000 sq. km of the generally-uninhabited toes of the combined delta: divided roughly
equally between India and Bangladesh. Both segments are presently UNESCO World
Heritage Sites (WHS), administered solely by their respective governments.
Historically, Heritiera fomes was the dominant —but relatively salt-intolerant— tree
species; and to describe the Sundarbans as a “mangrove” wasn’t quite correct, perhaps,
until vastly reduced freshwater inflows from upbasin since the 1960s had markedly altered
the vegetation towards a more typically meso- or polyhaline mangrove plant community.
The Sundarbans are rich in fish —which may be legally and intensively harvested. Rich also
in wildlife —which, in principle, is completely protected— including critically endangered
avifauna and terrestrial charismatic megafauna: famously, the Bengal tiger, Panthera tigris
tigris. Very recently UNESCO warned of delisting the Bangladesh Sundarbans WHS if the
host country proved unable to substantively ameliorate salinification and to better control
poaching; and, notably, if its energy sector persisted in moving forward with ambitious
offsite projects (coal-thermal and possibly nuclear) necessarily entailing increased
shipping and dredging within Sundarbans waterways, and consumptive usage of
freshwater.
In the mid-1980s, when effects of Sundarbans salinification were becoming evident and its
causes identified, one of the first research initiatives applying a basin-wide systems
approach towards successful ecological management of the GMB estuaries and wetlands
was launched, with our original fieldwork encompassing the lower four co-riparians
(excluding Tibet). Certain updated findings will be presented using the "interactive
visualization toolbox".

Introduction
At the time of our dissertation research thirty years ago the population of Bangladesh —
with a land surface area of ~131,000 km2 and an inland waterways/wetlands surface area
of ~18,000 km2 (the latter roughly tripling during the monsoons and the former seasonally
declining by an equal amount)— was ~85 million. The country’s 2016 population is ~165
million, presently increasing at 1.6% annually.
The emergence of Bangladesh —formerly East Pakistan— in 1971 followed a terrible war
of secession in which Indian military intervention on the secessionist side was decisive,
leading to complex and ambivalent Indo-Bangladeshi political, cultural, and economic
relations which persist today and —as elaborated below—are inarguably, a decisive
component of the Sundarbans management problemscape.

Hand-painted map, pigments on canvas —probably from the 1950s— with the original “East Pakistan” caption
(upper right), evidently excised with a razor and a new “Bangladesh” label pasted in its place.

In earlier exchanges with the BOKU conference conveners, I was advised that the “political”
aspects of this presentation should be de-emphasized in favor of the scientific and technical
context of Sundarbans conservation. Fair enough, especially given that the conf venue was
the Indian capital and that gratuitously embarrassing our hosts over India’s disproportionate contribution to the purely hydrological factors effecting historic Sundarbans
degradation trends would be unmannerly.

Yet unlike the scope and brief of science, which is essentially explanatory, descriptive and
predictive, the scope of environmental planning —as with all aspects of planning— is
primarily normative: i.e., making informed choices about desirable future outcomes; and
devising, thence implementing, strategies to achieve those outcomes: which in generallydemocratic polities such as India and Bangladesh require eliciting constituencies, ideally
majoritarian, who agree with these desired outcomes and with the ways and means
required to achieve them. And also agreed with the costs and sacrifices necessarily so
entailed, and their equitable societal distribution.
Natural and anthropogenic drivers of freshwater re-allocation and re-distribution
Firstly, the largest single event in recent historical times —i.e., the 1770s-1780s— that
radically altered river course and flows within the Ganges-Brahamaputra-Meghna delta (at
the toes of which lie the Sundarbans) was entirely the result of climatic events and
geological/tectonic processes in which the human hand played little or no role: the capture
of the River Tista —rising from glaciers in Sikkim— by the River Brahamputra, rising from
the Tibetan plateau (where it is called the Tsangpo in Tibetan, and the Yarlung Zangbo in
Chinese) with the ensuing great increases in streamflow and sediment load far beyond the
capacity of previous mainstem channel. Which was then momentously abandoned in favor
of the previously minor River Jamuna Ganges tributary channel, in which the Brahamputra
now flows almost in its entirety.

Frontispiece, Map of Bengal drawn by James Rennell, Surveyor-General of India
(1786 edition)

Also momentous was the transformation of the old Jamuna channel from a relatively stable
and narrow morphology to an extremely high-energy and dynamic braided stream, where
transient alluvial islands (chars in Bangla) of hundreds of km2 may appear, disappear, and
migrate downstream: largely unpredictably in the past, if not necessary so in the future.

And likewise momentous was the capture —via the Jamuna— of the great Brahamputra by
the Ganges (called Padma in Bangla), of which it is now the largest tributary: the
Brahmaputra having previously debouched directly into the Bay of Bengal. The
extraordinary cartography for the British East India Company by James Rennell, first
surveyed in the 1760s and finally published posthumously in 1786, shows the pre-Tistacapture old Brahmaputra, onto which we’ve interactively superimposed contemporary
satellite imaging of the present Jamuna.
Apart from the incremental diversion of G-B-M river waters for irrigated agriculture which
had been ongoing for millennia, and —until the advent of engine-driven mechanical pumps
and tubewells capable of substantively lowering groundwater tables and thereby reducing
surface flows— was probably relatively insignificant in the hydroecology of natural
wetlands at the head of the Bay of Bengal, the first major anthropogenic driver of
Sundarbans freshwater insufficiency was likely to have been the construction from of the
Farakka Barrage, in West Bengal India, sited just ~17 km upstream of the mainstem
Ganges entering into Bangladesh (then, East Pakistan), where its name changes to Padma.

Narrated speed drawing: dynamics of estuarine sediment transport [over-simplified]

The Farakka Barrage
Designed in the 1950s, begun in 1961, and completed in 1975, Farakka was intended
primarily to reverse the sedimentation of Calcutta (now Kolkata) Port, which lies on the
River Hooghly (or Hugli), ~ 80 nautical miles =nm, or ~140 km inland of the Bay of Bengal,
and which during the colonial era and well into the post-independence period —when
Kolkata was the linchpin of India’s economic and cultural life— had been a critical
transportation hub. Through an excavated feeder canal, Farakka was capable of diverting
all or nearly all of the Ganges dry season flow out of the Ganges channel and into the
Hooghly.
(An ancillary barrage was also incorporated into the Farakka scheme which worsened the
project’s inequitability by diverting peak wet season flows away from West Bengal
distributaries back up through the Farakka’s floodgates to be released into the Padma,
thereby exacerbating monsoonal flooding of parts of East Bengal.)
Centuries earlier, the Hooghly had been a major Ganges distributary and apart from
economics and hydrology, traditional Hindu sensibilities still regarded the Hooghly channel
as the “true Ganges”. The project was initiated when India and Pakistan were arch-rivals, if

not necessarily arch-enemies, and while the two countries had earlier managed signing
treaties on semi-equitable water sharing of the Indus R., far to the northwest, not really
satisfactory —from a Bangladeshi standpoint, surely— such agreements had been
negotiated regarding the Farakka diversions.

Google Earth simulated 3D flythrough: Farakka-Kolkata-Haldia

In any case, Bangladesh —which was brought into existence just four years prior to
Farakka’s commissioning (and a full decade after its initiation!)— was the incidental
disbeneficiary; and while sequential short-term water sharing agreements were drafted
and agreed between Delhi and Dhaka, they never were effective in significantly
ameliorating Bangladesh’s post-Farakka droughts.
Large among these was the vastly reduced dry-season discharge from the Padma into the
offtake of the River Gorai (or Garai), which was the primary distributary providing upbasin
freshwaters most critical to maintaining the oligohaline salinity on which was completely
contingent the ecological integrity of the remaining Sundarbans mangrove biome.
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ABSTRACT
Deltas in the world are densely populated and have rich bio-diversities. Distributary rivers have a
significant contribution in the delta building process. The abandonment and development of
distributaries over time are common phenomena in the deltas. Human interventions may disrupt
the natural process and cause rapid deterioration of these distributaries. Time series satellite
images and hydrological data would be analyzed to reveal the causes of deterioration and
probable measures to restore the abandoned distributaries. The Gorai River is a right bank
distributary of the Ganges River. The morphology of the river off-take experienced large changes
at the end of the 1980s. This article reports the morphological development of the Gorai off-take
and outlines probable measures for the restoration of the Gorai flow. The high rate of right bank
erosion upstream of Talbaria, and the angle between the Ganges main channel and the Gorai,
have a significant influence on the sediment distribution at the off-take. Shortening of the flood
recession period of the Ganges has contributed to the reduction of both dry and monsoon flow in
th Gorai. Study results show that the study of the river processes in the longer time-scale in the
active deltas has made it possible to design effective and efficient interventions.
Keywords: Deltas, morphological development, clay outcrops, flood recession, satellite images,
probable measures
1. INTRODUCTION
The Bengal delta is the world’s largest delta which is formed by the three mighty rivers the
Ganges, the Meghna and the Brahmaputra. During the delta building process the major rivers
shifted their courses. During the Holocene, the Ganges shifted its course from west to east. The
abandoned courses became the right bank distributaries of the Ganges River. These distributary
rivers play an important role in maintaining rich ecosystems and supporting the livelihoods of
people. Abandonment and development of the distributaries are common over time in the deltas.
In the development and abandonment processes of the distributaries, there are always some natural
exogenous/endogenous causes, which play the role of a triggering agent. Human interventions
could interrupt the process which results in rapid deterioration of the process. It is often needed to
restore the distributaries for the maintenance of ecological balance and for accelerating the delta
development process. To do so, it is very much needed to assess the condition of the off-take of a
distributary river, as the condition of such rivers largely depends on the off-take dynamics.
The Gorai one of the large main right bank distributaries of the Ganges River, is the main source
of fresh water for the southwest region of Bangladesh and also for the world’s largest mangrove
forest, the Sundarbans (Figure 1). Fresh water flow is crucial for maintaining ecological balance in

Padma-Garai time-series: before and after the unsuccessful (?) offtake channel excavation scheme

Further on the topic of intentional upbasin diversions which may have plausibly
aggravated the trend toward polyhaline conditions incompatible with Sundari (Heritiera
fomes), the namesake —and formerly dominant— tree species of the Sundarbans, let us
consider the two Tista Barrage projects: the first in India, built above Jalpaiguri, West
Bengal in the 1990s; and the second, commissioned about the same time, near Gayaburi,

Rangpur Division, ~83 km downstream of the first, or just 11 km below the Tista’s entry
into Bangladesh.
Both projects are primarily irrigation schemes with the main canals taken off the Tista’s
right bank. There appears to be no pathways allowing excess irrigation waters (unlikely in
any case) to drain back into the Tista, and the predictable aggregate effect of these schemes
is to deliver nearly no discharge at the Tista’s confluence with the Jamuna, ~11 km further
downstream.

Simulated 3d fly-through, from the Tista’s glacial origin to its confluence with the Jamuna

From there downbasin 111 km to the Jamuna-Padma confluence, there are no significant
Jamuna tributaries to replace in part the lost Tista flows, but there are two significant
Jamuna distributries: the Old Brahmaputra past Mymensingh town, and the DhaleswariBuriganga past Dhaka.
Noting that the Padma-Garai offtake near Kushtia, Khulna Division is actually 73 km
upstream of the Jamuna-Padma confluence, we nevertheless considered the possibility that
if the Tista wasn’t now completely dewatered below the two irrigation schemes throughout
the dry season, there might have previously been a backwater effect; where the stage of the
Padma at Kushtia would have been elevated to a degree enabling the Garai to be better
supplied?
However in looking at the Jamuna’s steep gradient, we discarded that theory. Still, in April,
2017 the issue of Tista water-sharing is highly newsworthy; and as cozy as IndoBangledeshi relations may appear at this moment, is probably more salient than Farakka
water-sharing, since Sundarbans conservation is not now in the bi-national policy
forefront.
The Rampal Coal Thermal Power Plant Controversy
The present shortfall in Bangladesh’s power grid is ~1,300 MW, based on existing
generating capacity of ~8,700 MW. Of that, ~80% is from thermal stations fueled by
natural gas, of which there are no longer sufficient supplies to build new gas thermal
projects. There exists a single 250 MW coal-fired thermal plant —a “mine mouth” facility
using the country’s limited coal reserves— providing ~2% of present capacity. In 2015,
only ~52% of Bangladesh’s population had access to mains power.

In 2011, a joint venture contract was agreed between India’s National Thermal Power Co.
(NTPC, with its own installed capacity of ~51,000 MW, that country’s largest energy
producer) and the Bangladesh Power Development Board (BPDB) to jointly construct and
operate a 1,328 MW coal thermal power station ~13 km upstream of Mongla Port on the
River Pussur (or Possur), which runs through the Sundarbans.
The relatively advanced “supercritical” design power plant would be fueled with coal
sourced from a number of countries; and contingent, presumably, on the quality (i.e., BTU
content) of that coal and on the final engineering plans of the facility, would require
~13,000-20,000 tonnes daily, running at full installed capacity. The coal would be brought
in by ships necessarily transiting directly through the Sundarbans, of which the most inland
regions begin ~9 km below Mongla (~22 km below Rampal). The full length of the Pussur
channel from the Bay of Bengal to the Rampal site is ~106 km, while the straight-line
distance from the proposed power plant to the northernmost boundaries of the UNESCO
Bangladeshi Sundarbans World Heritage designation area is ~77 km.
The existing NTPC coal thermal plant closest to Rampal is at Farakka, near Murshidabad,
W. Bengal (India), which comprises six units totaling ~2,100 MW: the first commissioned,
in 1986, and the last in 2011. As there are no wet/evaporative cooling (“secondary”)
towers evident from the Google Earth imaging of the site, so presumably “once-through”
cooling is entailed. The water source indicated on the NTPC site page is “Farakka feeder
canal”.

NTPC Farakka coal thermal powerplant, 2,100 MW; coolant intake/outfall structures, center-right

The virtue —apart from the greatly reduced capital costs— of a once-through cooling
system is that relatively little water is consumptively used: compared to the much higher
consumptive water use of conventional secondary evaporative tower cooled projects. The
disadvantage is that the difference in temperatures between intake water and discharged
effluent is usually quite significant, and may damage the ecology of the receiving waterway.
While NTPC Farakka is ~40% larger than their proposed Rampal plant, the technology
would likely be similar, although the EIA states that no heated coolant effluents will be
released into the Pussur.
(During our April 2017 fieldwork, we observed one or more rivers dolphins —probably
Orcacella, rather than Platanista— in the Pussur within 150m of the Rampal site.)

The EIA states also that in every case the Project would employ best practices for water
saving, for flue gas processing, for minimizing releases of CO2, NOx and other combustion
gases, and for storage and recycling of fly ash and bottom ash. It was further proposed that
the entire annual production of such solid wastes would be snapped up by Bangladesh’s
growing cement industry, although at least one leading domestic cement supplier
advertises its products as 100% fly-ash-free, and thereby superior.

Several well-considered and generally credible critiques of the official Rampal Project EIA
have been produced by leading academics at Khulna and Dhaka Universities, which include
the strongest recommendations that Project be moved to a location less likely to further
degrade the ecology of the Sundarbans. However, their research partners inside such
agencies as the Forest Department have stated that as government employees they are not
free to take public positions contrary to adopted government policy: in this case an
unwavering commitment to the finalized Rampal site already under construction.
The Project’s critics —who are generally unopposed in principle to a state-of-the-art
supercritical 1,300+ MW coal thermal power plant being built someplace in southwestern
Bangladesh clearly less threatening to the Sundarbans— may be well-advised to have their
strong doubts over Rampal, given the EIA’s exceedingly vague descriptions of the detailed
technical aspects of facilities design; and absent ironclad assurance that the operations and
maintenance regime required to meet environmental objectives would be rigorously
executed throughout the Project’s lifespan.
And not least, the EIA’s explicit but most peculiar assertion that the coal suppliers would be
Indonesia, Australia, or South Africa: with no mention of why the most likely (and distancewise, most practicable) fuel source —Indian coal— isn’t under consideration; nor an
explanation of India’s willingness to partner in a USD $2 billion capital investment without
being assured of at least a piece of the long-term action in fueling the Project. (Although it
should be noted that India is buying foreign coal for some of its own thermal plants: while
domestic —mostly sub-bituminous grade— coal is acceptably low in sulfur, it’s sometimes
exceedingly high in ash.)
Apparently, neither is there any expectation that much —if any— of the power generated
would eventually be wheeled over to the Indian grid: although that option is left vaguely
open in the EIA’s closing FAQs, which suggest that export of surplus power is possible
“once all of Bangladesh’s domestic demand is met”.
In 2011, the Rampal supercritical coal thermal plant EIA was approved by the Government
of Bangladesh’s Department of Environment —with no stated objections or reservations—
thereby granting the Project “environmental clearance”. Rampal’s opponents remained

altogether unswayed, and a number of important, and likely influential press articles and
media events have continued to raise the resistance level: these came to a head in early
2017; first in a call by the oddly-named National Committee to Protect Oil, Gas, Mineral
Resources, Power and Ports, for a Global Day of Protest, on 7th January, which elicited
presumably-modest pro-Sundarbans demonstrations in ten countries. Some forty
protesters came out also in Dhaka on that day to march against the Government’s
affirmation of the Rampal project as “safeguard[ing] the interests of Indian power company
NTPC and other foreign and domestic plunderers.” And this was followed soon thereafter
with the 26th January 2017 Dhaka hartal, mounted by the same protest consortium.
(A day earlier, the US Embassy in Dhaka had issued a security message advising American
citizens to “avoid large crowds and protests” for the following 24 hrs.)

A hartal —essentially a local or nationwide transportation general strike focused on one or
more grievances— is a longstanding non-electoral political technique originating in the
South and Southeast Asian anti-colonial movements, but which continues to be used in the
post-colonial era. An “enforced hartal” ratchets up the heat by means of its organizers
overtly or implicitly threatening material damage and/or physical violence in response to
vehicles and vehicle operators venturing out onto the streets in defiance.
Indeed the anti-Rampal hartal did turn violent, and the following day, the de facto
opposition, the Bangladesh National Party (BNP), put forward the following statement, “the
government has got desperate to implement the Rampal power plant project near the
Sundarbans as it has given India a ‘bond’ to execute it…” The backstory here is that the
BNP, which is now extremely marginalized after having boycotted the last major elections,
has always taken a comparatively anti-Indian stance; and is frequently allied with the
fiercely sectarian Islamic parties which have generally been pro-Pakistani. The present
ruling Awami League, which had itself effectively precipitated the 1971 “Liberation War”,
has always been more than cognizant of the Indian role in achieving the military victory out
which emerged independent Bangladesh. And much more conciliatory than the BNP on the
host of Indo-Bangladeshi bilateral stressors.

Larger Mongla-Khulna Development Priorities
Bangladesh’s Khulna Division, covering ~22.3 thousand km2 —within which falls Mongla
Port, most of the Sundarbans Reserve Forest (SRF), and all three components of the
UNESCO World Heritage Site, and encompasses ~15% of the both the country’s population
and its land area. It is that part of Bangladesh closest to the Kolkata/Calcutta urban
agglomeration (although Dhaka’s City’s present population is ~400% that of Kolkata!); and
during the British Raj had generally good-to-excellent rail, road, and maritime transport
links to the present-day Indian state of West Bengal: but vastly less true so now. Any
ambitious development scenario which foresees closer Indo-Bangladeshi economic —or
even political— integration would necessarily tilt towards Khulna.
If not historically a “maritime nation” in the common usage, Bangladesh has always been
inland water transport-centric, although as domestic water transport declines in relative
passenger and cargo carriage, true international maritime commerce has been rising
markedly in importance. Yet the country only has two actual seaports: Chittagong in the far
southeast, and distant from most population and industrial centers; and Mongla —above
the Sundarbans and which was created de novo well after Liberation. Given Bangladesh’s
demography and its modernization/development ambitions, Mongla Port is widely seen as
the nexus of the country’s brighter maritime future; notwithstanding that it still lies ~60
km upstream of Akram Point [1]: the present limits of deepwater access, which itself is still
~45 km inland of the Bay of Bengal proper.
En route to the Sundarbans in April 2017, we had opportunity to meet briefly with Mongla
Port’s new Director, a very senior Bangladesh Navy officer, with whom we had an informal
but pointed conversation. His perspective was that “Rampal was only one element of the
Khulna Division development agenda already underway; and maybe not even the most
important”; seen properly within a context also including spectacular new
bridges/causeways over the Ganges/ Padma and the Jamuna (alleviating the insufferable
bottlenecks now resultant from the inadequate present system of river ferry crossings); a
new international airport; and a ten-fold increase of Mongla Port’s relatively modest
existing area and capacity: incorporating modern container facilities, and extensive
additional on-site industrialization including manufacturing, materials processing, and
energy infrastructure. (Of which latter, a CNG terminal was evidently nearing completion).
He noted that “China and India were already signed on” as major partners.
We commented that an enormous quantity of dredging and filling would eventually be
required, and that a truly massive quantity of dredged material needing disposal —either
onshore or offshore: an expensive and messy business in either case— would be entailed.
To which he responded, “what then is your recommendation?” No specifics beyond that
were cited, although in January 2017 Mongla Port had agreed a USD $15 million contract
with the Dredging Corporation of India (DCI) —the Indian State Enterprise which conducts
maintenance dredging for all of India’s domestic ports— for some 4.5 million cubic meters
(“MCM”), likely devoted to improving access between Mongla Port itself and the Rampal
Project site (an incidentally creating fill pad for an onsite coal terminal and fly-ash/bottom
ash storage yards. This latter work appears to be already underway.)

Hydraulic dredge spoils filling Rampal Project coal/ash
storage areas, 2016

Also the Rampal EIA states that ~32 MCM would soon need to be dredged for initial
channel improvements between Akram Point and the Rampal plant site, enabling practical
lighterage/lightering between “once-weekly” Panamax-sized bulk carriers (<80,000 DWT)
or possibly “Suezmax” (< 150,000 DWT) arriving at Akram Point [2], using barges or minibulkers (<15,000 DWT) bringing in the minimum 13,000 tonnes of coal consumed by
Rampal daily under full operation. And that at least some of the ensuing disposal
requirements could be met by dumping spoils offshore in the Swatch of No Ground (SONG):
the deep marine canyon incised into the Bay of Bengal seafloor (or more precisely, into the
Bengal Submarine Fan) by the Ganges/Meghna/ Brahmaputra Rivers during the last Ice
age, when sea-levels were ~200m lower than now. This would have to be followed up
indefinitely by routine maintenance dredging, and spoils disposal, of time-frames and
quantities thus far unspecified.

Stitched cylindrical virtual reality (VR) panoramas: spoils disposal site near Mongla Port,
(presumably from routine maintenance dredging: capacity ~300,000 m3)

“Environmental dredging”: existing and proposed
Every agrees that if somehow, Ganges/Padma water was able to flow more freely through
the Garai River offtake, and thence all the way down to its entry into the Pussur, above
Mongla. Perhaps the most extreme such proposal is to dredge sequentially —starting at the

head of the Pussur— some ten-to-twelve segments of the Garai channel, each of 15km. That
plan would entail the use also of mechanically-driven “propellers” to keep the material so
excavated (probably using cutter head suction dredgers) in suspension and borne
downstream by the ebb tides.
Other aspect of this proposal include dredging 2km of the Ganges/Padma near the Garai
offtake to serve as a kind of freshwater reservoir, and then similarly —i.e., segment-bysegment— dredging the Shibsa and Arpangasia rivers inside the Sundarbans.
This enormously ambitious scheme, the feasibility of which may be proven or disproven by
physical and numerical modelling, would likely cost USD $ several billions over a 5-10 year
period, which the author —a highly-reputed academic botanist deeply knowledgeable on
the breadth of Sundarbans phytology, although extending maybe less credibly to its
hydraulics/hydrology and fluvial geomorphology— who believes that the financing could
come from the International Community through REDD and other carbon trading schemes.
Of which it, should be noted that in the case of REDD, up through 2015 ~USD $55 million
had been collected and disbursed: some 60-90% of which was spent on overhead, i.e.,
transactional and administration costs!
Also, we’re likely to see the Trump administration withdraw soon from the Paris
climate/CO2 limitation agreements, given that “global warming” is near or at the bottom of
the American electorate’s political/moral priorities— and perhaps followed in train by
other wealthy nations moving rightwards and reassessing their foreign aid agendas.
Another approach is based on the “retarded scour” phenomenon:

Narrated speed drawing, conceptual model:
Northwest Hydraulic Consultan ts, Dhaka; errors mine

Simulated 3D fly-through: Garai-Pussur-Hiron Pt.
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Palpable changes in the Sundarbans and on its periphery since our 1987 fieldwork
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UNESCO weighs in
Outstanding Universal Value
Brief synthesis by Peter Anderson
The Sundarbans Reserve Forest (SRF), located in the south-west of Bangladesh
between the river Baleswar in the East and the Harinbanga in the West,
adjoining to the Bay of Bengal, is the largest contiguous mangrove forest in the
world. Lying between latitude 21° 27ʹ 30ʺ and 22° 30ʹ 00ʺ North and longitude
89° 02ʹ 00ʺ and 90° 00ʹ 00ʺ East and with a total area of 10,000 km2, 60% of the
property lies in Bangladesh and the rest in India. The land area, including
exposed sandbars, occupies 414,259 ha (70%) with water bodies covering
187,413 ha (30%).
The three wildlife sanctuaries in the south cover an area of 139,700 ha and are
considered core breeding areas for a number of endangered species. Situated in a
unique bioclimatic zone within a typical geographical situation in the coastal
region of the Bay of Bengal, it is a landmark of ancient heritage of mythological

and historical events. Bestowed with magnificent scenic beauty and natural
resources, it is internationally recognized for its high biodiversity of mangrove
flora and fauna both on land and water.
The immense tidal mangrove forests of Bangladesh’s Sundarbans Forest Reserve,
is in reality a mosaic of islands of different shapes and sizes, perennially washed
by brackish water shrilling in and around the endless and mind-boggling
labyrinths of water channels. The site supports exceptional biodiversity in its
terrestrial, aquatic and marine habitats; ranging from micro to macro flora and
fauna. The Sundarbans is of universal importance for globally endangered
species including the Royal Bengal Tiger, Ganges and Irawaddi dolphins,
estuarine crocodiles and the critically endangered endemic river terrapin
(Batagur baska). It is the only mangrove habitat in the world for Panthera tigris
tigris species…
[W]hile a management plan is in place for the SRF including the property it does
not take into account the mounting pressures on the Sundarbans in an
integrated manner. There is currently no plan or management system in place
that could adequately address the cumulative effects the property and its
surrounding area are facing and that could help define the carrying capacity for
economic and industrial activity of the ecosystem. Considering that the OUV of
the property and the surrounding Sundarbans ecosystem is already undergoing
changes due to drastic reductions of freshwater flow, the high likelihood for
damaging cyclones and the overall uncertainty of climate change, the lack of
integrated system is of high concern for the conservation of the OUV and the
overall integrity of the property.
_______
“The Rampal power plant is expected to operate with imported coal. Both coal and other
materials needed for the construction and operation of the power plant will be shipped
through the SRF, mainly through the Pashur River, which borders the property. The
anchorage and transhipping area, Akram Point, where coal will be loaded onto smaller
ships, is in the immediate vicinity of the property.
To ensure navigation from the transhipping point to the power plant can take place,
approximately 35 km along the northern stretch of the Pashur River will need to be
dredged. An estimated 32.1 million cubic metres of dredged material will subsequently
need to be disposed of in the vicinity of the SRF and the property. Maintenance dredging
will be required annually. The location for disposal of the dredged material remains
unclear and initial indications from discussions during the mission and the relevant EIA20
indicated this would be within the recently gazetted Marine Protected Area – the Swatch of
No Ground – that is an important spawning and feeding ground for cetacean biodiversity
near the property. Recalling the justification for the inscription of the property on the
World Heritage List included the presence of the endangered Ganges and Irrawaddy

dolphin, and noting the contiguity of the aquatic ecosystem, any impact on the cetacean
population outside of the property boundaries will affect the OUV of the property.
Should any of the most threatening developments proceed, the mission concludes that the
World Heritage Committee should consider immediate listing of the property in the List of
World Heritage in Danger at its 41st session in 2017. "

